76 dodge power wagon

Between the harsh winters, ample amounts of snow, and ranch life, trucks like this are almost a
necessity in Montana. Special thanks to reader Jesse for this tip! Apparently, it previously
belonged to a couple that purchased it new in Colorado and they drove it to their cabin in
Montana. The owner added a few features to it to make it more comfortable, such as cruise
control, intermittent wipers, and a CB. After his passing in , his widow put about a thousand
miles on it up until she sold it to the seller about a year ago. If you need to go just about
anywhere or to move some heavy loads, this truck will do the job nicely. The seller states that
when they got the truck it had been parked for a number of years, so they had a mechanic
rebuild the carb and flush the fuel system. Talk about a cool truck! These Power Wagons are
great rigs, but one like this is extra special. So, would you love to have this Dodge sitting in
your barn? I always have to chuckle when I see the auxiliary gauges and doodads added to the
cab â€” I know the folks of that generation! This truck brings memories flooding back:
Memories of starting in 2nd gear, and of first gear being about a foot away when it was required.
I still want it as a weapons carrier, but Montana is so distant. I had a 73 D bought used 25 yrs
ago. Came with the usual fender rot and roof rust. Thin paint an no rust proofing. Dependable
and Torqueflite. Simply a good truck! I look at trucks of this era and would put my money on the
best value. We had a Newport so equipped back in the day. Nice truck, and as always, this seller
tells a great story, but I am sure there has been more repaint than just the tailgate. Probably the
entire truck at some point. If this really did make a couple of Alcan trips, the front, behind tires,
and underside would be in much rougher, rock chipped condition. Also looks like the bed
hauled boulders, not firewood! He put some big rubber mudflaps behind the wheels as
recommended by his co-workers and removed them when we got there. Zooming in on the low
quarter angle pics in this auction you can see holes where similar mudflaps were mounted on
this Dodge. Looks pretty good, but have to agree with the repaint. Interesting how only the
wheel tubs are hammered. Good grief, this is what they are suppose to look like? The farm I
lived on in N. I think his dad bought it new, and it never left the farm. Mechanically, with all the
abuse and neglect, it still ran and shifted okay. That should be enough to convince you, there
was nothing tougher. They are certainly stout trucks that can stand up to abuse. Carry a spare
electronic ignition module and some hand tools, and go anywhere with confidence. The first
new vehicle I ever bought was a Dodge Power Wagon. I was It had a engine with an automatic
and locking hubs. I got the optional FM radio. The truck was a beast. Nothing could stop it. It
had 1 Achilles heal though. It was this little porcelain thing on the fire wall called a ballast
resistor. I always had a couple of spares in the glove compartment. I loved that truck. One sticks
out in my mind,was dating this young girl at the time I had my 73 Duster! Back in the day when
bigger always had to be better,,,,,correct? Good looking and tough trucks. Definitely repainted
at some point but still looks decent. Have to agree with the beat up inside of bed and how that
happens. Finally left it at dealer, went to pick it up, it quit, it was the pick up coil in dist. My old
man had a Dodge van, V8 that ran poorly, the mechanic took the intake manifold off they were
plugged shut. I think it ran a lot better after that. My Dad had a 75 D, had a factory tach to the
right of the radio and a hand throttle. Anyone seem these options before? AFriend of mine
bought one of these new,with 4WD. Every time you hit a sizable bump in the road,the seat belt
would tighten up. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on
the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds.
Joshua Mortensen. More: Dodge. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments AndyinMA. This is
a nice trucky truck. I bet the price gets pretty high. Todd Zuercher. Free gas? Sign me up. Are
you making your own? Connecticut Mark. Howard A Member. Boney pandapoo. I would park it
in the hanger. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Set
an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? Auction Vehicle. Dealership Showcased. Was repainted by the first owner and it
sho This Dodge Power Wagon custom crew-cab pickup underwent a 2-year, 2,hour build that
was co Undergoing a frame-off restoration, this truck was returned to its original condition and
has 32, New motor New transfer case New wheels New interior This custom Power Wagon
underwent a complete frame-off restoration. The body has been stretched and Rust free garage
kept New Mexico truck. Built in the s this truck was taste Exceptional fresh professional build.
Like in the Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a

matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth
hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original
car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is
powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. I have always loved the
Dodge Power Wagon. The truck is a one-owner example and the odometer shows only 50, miles.
This is an example of the third generation of the D series Dodge truck that ran from to It is
equipped with its original cubic inch V8 engine that delivered horsepower and ft lbs of torque
from the factory. The engine has been modified with headers, aluminum manifold and an
aftermarket air cleaner. It may have been upgraded to a 4 barrel carburetor too. The truck has
some patina and dings in the body panels. The 4WD works and the transmission shifts
smoothly. Check out the equalizer under the left side of the dash. The interior of this truck looks
very nice and original. The truck is equipped with air conditioning, power disc brakes, 25 gallon
gas tank, transmission cooler, deluxe vinyl bench seat and limited slip differential. The interior
door panels is modified by a steering wheel wrap and aftermarket door speakers. The only
modifications that are evident on the exterior is a front grill bar, aftermarket wheels and the
headlights have been changed out to newer lights. So, who likes this Power Wagon? It has the
right color and pedigree. What do you think it will sell for though? Nice looking truck. These
trucks are tanks with bright colors. Flippers like to include pictures of previous long time
owners to put potential buyers at ease and put more money in their pocket. If that is indeed the
owner, he is exactly the kind of guy that you want to buy a Power Wagon from. Know your
market. Killer trucks. All you need to complete the sales picture is a couple of beer cans on the
ground and one in his hand. I always wondered, why would you need 4 wheel drive in Vegas?
Both the owner and the truck cleaned up nice. I noticed he is wearing a watch. That first photo
is epic. Someone mentioned the mileage may be low. I believe the gearing is somewhere around
4. I was going to buy one once and the gearing is what changed my mind. It has 3. Steve R, that
was my point. There are several changes on it, as mentioned. I bought a 76 W Power Wagon
new in Biggest piece of junk and this unfortunately before the lemon law existed. It spent more
than of the first days in the shop. The dealer had had it rust proofed before I looked at it, waste
of money. Box rusted, the floor boards, the from wheel wells, you name it and it had rust. Swap
out the ballast resistor and you could go on your way. Funny thing, never found a thing wrong
with the one that came out. In fact I has a pair I just kept swapping when the no start condition
happened. I hear the shirtless guy comes with the truck. And he gives a great massage! BTW,
really cool truck. Original owner comes with the sale of the truck. Put a cap on the bed and let
him live in there. His code is on the trim tag somewhere. Anyone else notice the modern
Chrysler head unit installed? It was a good looking truck! Criticize him all you want. This thread
has more responses than any BF thread that I can recall! No such thing as bad publicity? You
got Rickrolledâ€¦? With that cc engine with a 4 barrel carb. Your going to need a lot more than a
25 Gal. It reminds me of a M. Ford Bronco I restored in the 90,s. Lucky to get 8 to 10 MPH even
on a newly professionally rebuilt engine. These old trucks had a high ride height and the
aerodynamics of a brick in the wind especially with the west coast larger side mirrors mounted
for more wind drag. But I guess they are what they are. I used my Bronco back then mainly for
camping trips. I am 73 and look 8 months pregnant. The metabolism really slows down after 40
Y O. I was trim up till then. The only thing golden about these years is the urine that comes out.
Sorry guys but upon reviewing the Pics. I want to remind people that your sitting right in front of
a 25 Gal. Time bomb. Another tidbit is with the straight axles on the old Bronco and this Dodge
they have the ride of an Amish Buck board wagon. A mans shoes tells what kind of a man they
are in this case a hard worker , just as the oil spot under the truck tells the condition the motor
is wore out. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the

homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Bruce
Johnson. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments bobhess Member. Put a shirt on. Your not
young anymore. Howard A Member. Times are tough, already sold the shirt off his back, he did.
Its actually a bizarre pic w him shirtless. Terry Bowman. You ever been to Las Vegas? He is
lucky to have his pants on. WE are lucky he has his pants on lol. Equal opportunity automobile
modeling, style! Chris M. Jeff Bucklin. He is lucky in my opinion! True enough Jeff. Lol 6.
Classic Steel. Nice truck mister. I think it takes a certain bravado to model and high five! Good
luck with sale! Steve R. Steve R 8. Rex Kahrs Member. R Soul. Looks like his macho is heading
southâ€¦ 4. Have you ever heard of the desert Howard ,meh 9. So your basically saying prior to
seeing this you were confused about your orientation? Ed VT. Pass the eye bleach, quick. To
finalize the deal , you have to fight him for the truck. Guy lost his shirt in Las Vegas! Ike Onick. I
was going to say the same thing about the same thing about the grill. Well my girlfriend got
quite a laugh! Other than that, what was the opening photo for?? Dodge; popular with the saggy
man-boobs crowd. He quite obviously is not married; no way my wife would let me post a pic
like that. Steve R 4. Steve Douglas. Bob McK Member. I so wanted to comment on the old dude
with no shirt, but you all beat me to it! Redneck w no Rifle Rack or beer cans? Oddimotive
Cason Member. No reserve AND no shirt. Rodney - GSM. Someone owes me a full day of
mealsâ€¦â€¦. Mitchell Member. Suns out guns out eh 1. James Turner. LOL 2. Stored For 16
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